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“Emiliano, our master has already said that Mr. Chance is not a Demonic Cultivator,” 
Skyler hurriedly explained upon noticing the situation had gone south. 

“If I say he’s a Demonic Cultivator, then he’s a Demonic Cultivator. Stop trying to argue 
with me.” Emiliano was in no mood to listen to Skyler’s explanation. 

She wanted to say something, but Kai stopped her from doing so. “Stop wasting your 
breath on him. It’s impossible to change the mind of someone who’s hellbent on making 
excuses to accuse me. If he wants to avenge his brother, then let him do it. I’d like to 
see what he’s made of.” 

With a flick of his wrist, Dragonslayer Sword materialized in Kai’s palm. The blade 
shone with a dazzling golden glow. 

“Hahaha! How dare a mere Martial Arts Saint utter such words. My brother 
underestimated you, resulting in him being bested. But today, I’ll show you the 
difference between a Martial Arts Saint and a Martial Arts God.” 

Emiliano pointed his sword at Kai, a broad smile tugging at the corners of his lips. Kai 
cast an icy glance at his opponent and slowly curved his lips into a smile before 
revealing an expression of disdain. 

“I’ll give you three attacks. If you manage to force me into launching a fourth attack, I’ll 
go with you,” he sneered. His words caused an uproar amongst the people that were 
present. 

“Where on earth did he come from? How can a mere Martial Arts Saint be this 
arrogant?” “I heard he’s from Jadeborough. He’s just an ignorant fool. Clearly, he 
doesn’t know the true strength of a Martial Arts God.” 

“Garthor made a mistake. He’s a Martial Arts God, yet he was too careless and allowed 
this kid to injure him. As a result, this kid is getting far too arrogant, even going as far as 
to look down on Martial Arts Gods.” 

Some of the clan elders began talking amongst themselves. None of them believed that 
Kai could ever defeat Emiliano. 

The gap between a Martial Arts Saint and a Martial Arts God was worlds apart. A 
Martial Arts God could crush a Martial Arts Saint as easily as they would with an ant. 

“How dare you?” Emiliano roared as a powerful. aura burst forth from his body. The 
blade in his hand emitted rays of light that were almost blinding. 



Emiliano moved at the speed of light. Multiple rays of light shone as he dashed straight 
toward Kai. The rays of light bursting forth from the man was strong enough to decimate 
a boulder into mere dust. 

Skyler could not help but worry upon seeing the situation unfold. After all, Kai had just 
recovered and was likely unable to withstand Emiliano’s sharp moves. 

Kai had put his life on the line back then to injure Garthor. This time, Emiliano was going 
in for the kill, and Skyler was unsure if Kai could withstand his opponent’s powerful 
strikes. She wanted to help, but she knew she was no match for Emiliano either. 

At this moment, Kai narrowed his eyes as he observed his opponent’s attack. Emiliano 
was clearly planning to deal a fatal blow and defeat him in a single move. 

Kai activated Golem Body, and a golden light shone from his body. He then swung his 
Dragonslayer Sword, emitting a great amount of sword energy in an instant, as he 
approached Emiliano.. 

The sharp blades and sword energy of both combatants collided, producing a deafening 
boom. Shockwaves upon shockwaves of martial energy spread out in all directions. 

Everyone that was watching the battle had to release their aura to form a shield, just to 
protect themselves from the sheer impact of the martial energy. 

When the dust eventually settled, all the onlookers could see was Kai, Dragonslayer 
Sword in hand, standing as still as a statue. 

On the other hand, Emiliano had a darkened expression plastered on his face. He felt 
his cheeks burning in shame at the sight of Kai standing there, unharmed. 

Emiliano was a Martial Arts God, yet despite his best efforts, he did not even manage to 
leave a scratch on Kai, a mere Martial Arts Saint. To make matters worse, there were 
many clan elders witnessing the battle. 

The onlookers could not conceal the look of surprise in their expressions when they saw 
that Kai had not budged an inch nor sustained a single scratch from the attack. 

“It seems that he’s quite powerful. No wonder he was so cocky…” Nedley remarked 
under his breath. Tucker Westwood, who had been standing behind Emiliano, was 
frowning as he glared at Kai. 

“You were trying to hurt me with that? That’s a far cry from what your brother did,” Kai 
said, his tone laced with a hint of mockery. Anger was pumping through his veins when 
Emiliano heard this. There was nothing he hated more than being compared to Garthor. 
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“You’re truly asking for it, you little sh*t!” Emiliano thundered as he swung his weapon 
once more. His sword emitted a blinding light that spread across the entire area and 
enveloped Kai. Kai leisurely raised his Dragonslayer Sword, and the thunderous roar of 
a dragon could be heard. 

A gush of sword energy was radiating from the tip of his sword, and the sword energy 
swiftly turned into a golden dragon that soared into the sky. Soon after, the dragon’s 
body disintegrated into a shower of golden light that fell to the ground. 

The light that Emiliano’s sword was emanating was instantly overpowered, and one of 
the rays. of golden light was piercing through the air and heading straight for Emiliano. 
A look of surprise flitted across Emiliano’s face as he hurriedly maneuvered his weapon 
to block the attack. 

Clang! Emiliano felt as if his body had been struck by an asteroid. The massive force 
made his limbs go numb and his legs knee-deep in the ground. 

The onlookers widened their eyes in shock as they watched the battle unfold. None of 
them. expected a Martial Arts Saint to hold that much power. 

“That’s a spiritual sword he’s holding. No wonder he had the guts to fight a Martial Arts 
God, Tucker commented, looking at the sword in Kai’s hand. The crowd fixed their 
gazes on Dragonslayer Sword as soon as they heard that. 

“Ah, no wonder a Martial Arts Saint could unleash such great power. It turns out he has 
a spiritual sword,” Nedley chimed in, his eyes glistening with naked ambition. 

The other elders were also blinded by greed. They, too, felt it was a waste for a magic 
sword to be in the possession of a Martial Arts Saint. If the magic sword was in any of 
our possessions, I’m sure it would be much more powerful! 

Kai scoffed upon hearing their remarks. “Since you all seem to think that my power 
came from the magic sword, I won’t use the sword for my next attack.” 

He flicked his wrist once more, and Dragonslayer Sword vanished from his palm. Then, 
Kai clenched his fists as a golden hue burst forth from his body. 

By the look of it, he was planning to go against Emiliano empty-handed. An empty-
handed Martial Arts Saint going up against a Martial Arts God who’s brandishing a 
weapon? Is he tired of living? 

To the onlookers, Kai was simply courting death. Emiliano was burning with rage over 
the sheer humiliation he felt from Kai’s cockiness. His sword was glinting a bright 



crimson red as his aura surged through his entire being. Whether or not he managed to 
kill Kai with this attack, Emiliano knew that he had already been utterly humiliated. 

He had never imagined that a Martial Arts Saint like Kai could withstand not one but two 
attacks from himself. Not only that, but Kai even seemed to be gaining the upper hand. 

The crowd was silent with anticipation. They were waiting with bated breath for 
Emiliano’s final blow. Over everything else, they were the most excited to see how an 
empty-handed Kai would defend himself against Emiliano’s attack. Letting out a furious 
bellow, Emiliano swung his sword once more. 

An endless stream of red light stained the sky crimson while Kai leaped upward. His 
fists glowed brightly as he broke through the scarlet clouds and aimed straight for 
Emiliano. “Sacred Light Fist!” 

Kai resembled an otherworldly being as his body was surrounded by a golden light. He 
hadn’t landed yet but his aura itself was already crushing Emiliano.. 

“No!” A look of terror manifested on Emiliano’s visage as he used his sword to block the 
incoming attack. Boom! Kai’s punch landed squarely on Emiliano’s sword. 

A loud and crisp snap echoed in the air. Following that, Emiliano’s sword broke cleanly 
into two. Emiliano himself was thrust into the ground from the force of Kai’s punch. 

When the dust slowly settled, a shocking scene was revealed-Emiliano was lying in the 
crater, coughing up blood. He lay there, disheveled, as he stared at Kai in disbelief. 

Emiliano was a true Martial Arts God. He had not undergone any genetic modifications, 
and his power stemmed from his own efforts in cultivating. Alas, he was defeated by a 
lowly Martial Arts Saint. 

The crowd stared at Emiliano in shock, taking in his pathetic appearance. They were 
just calling Kai out for depending on his magic sword. However, in the blink of an eye, 
the man had defeated Emiliano and left the latter lying in the crater with nothing but his 
bare fists. 

There was no room for them to doubt Kai’s capabilities. All of a sudden, the air seemed 
to have stilled as the onlookers wore similar, astonished expressions on their faces. 
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Meanwhile, at the peak of a mountain outside Luminous Sect, Matthew was sitting in 
front of a peculiar-looking stone. The rock was completely smooth and almost reflective, 



looking as though it had been sanded. and polished. Besides, there were two words 
carved onto the surface of the stone: Generation Stone. 

Matthew bit the tip of his finger hard enough to draw blood before dripping a few 
droplets of scarlet blood onto the peculiar stone. Soon enough, it began to emit an 
ominous crimson glow. 

While the Generation Stone was glowing, Matthew placed a strand of his hair on it and 
began to chant. “Show me the past, the present, and the future. Show me all the lives 
he has lived.” 

Soon enough, an image of Kai appeared on the Generation Stone. The single strand of 
hair belonged to Kai, and the Generation Stone was a medium that allowed one to see 
the past and present lives of people. 

Matthew was extremely curious to know who Kai truly was as the latter demonstrated 
extraordinary capabilities. Kai was not a Demonic Cultivator, but his actions were 
enough to prove that he was no ordinary bloke either. 

Matthew performed some hand seals and projected waves of aura onto the surface of 
the Generation Stone. Following that, countless images of Kai began to show the 
surface. However, his images were blurry and intermittent. 

A slight frown appeared on Matthew’s visage when he saw this. He could not gather any 
information on Kai if the stone did not show him a clear image. 

Moments later, Matthew gritted his teeth and sputtered a mouthful of blood on the 
surface of the Generation Stone. The Generation Stone began to quiver as its crimson 
glow intensified, slowly dying the sky scarlet. 

“Generation Stone, show me this person’s past!” Matthew shouted incessantly. The 
Generation Stone continued to tremble violently and even made a buzzing sound. 

Boom! All of a sudden, it exploded without warning. sending Matthew, who was sitting 
right in front of it, flying backward. Matthew was utterly shocked by the scene. 
Fortunately, he had prepared himself for such a scenario and was not injured. 

But alas, the Generation Stone had been ruined. Matthew stared at the pieces of the 
Generation Stone in pure shock. “How could this happen?” 

He picked up a piece of the stone, feeling heartbroken over the loss. “Could this be a 
divine secret? Is his identity some sort of secret? A divine secret shall not be 
revealed…” 

The more Matthew thought about it, the paler he became. Finally, he was trembling all 
over. “He’s definitely not normal. That guy is not one to be trifled with,” he remarked 



before tossing away the fragment of the Generation Stone in his hand and 
disappearing. 

Back at Luminous Sect, Emiliano finally managed to crawl out of the crater after getting 
defeated by Kai. “How could this be? Why are you so powerful? T-This is impossible!” 
Emiliano stared at Kai in disbelief. 

Emiliano was the second young master of Stormwind Sect and a Martial Arts God He 
simply could not believe that he was defeated by a Martial Arts Saint in front of so many 
witnesses. 

Nevertheless, he was well aware that after the battle, he would become the 
laughingstock of the hidden realm. “Are you okay, Mr. Fairchild?” Tucker asked 
worriedly before approaching Emiliano. The concern in his eyes almost made it seem 
like Emiliano was his son. “Kill him, Mr. Westwood! Kill this imbecile!” 

Emiliano yelled at the top of his lungs. At this juncture, nothing could appease his fury 
but Kai’s death. “All right.” Tucker nodded without a moment of hesitation and turned to 
look at Kai with a darkened expression. 

“You are going to pay for hurting our young master in front of these people!” he declared 
through gritted teeth. As soon as his words fell, Tucker’s aura exploded instantaneously. 

Kai merely scoffed at the sight of the man. “Young master, you say? From the looks of 
it, I’d say he’s more like your son than your young master. Even if I struck your son, you 
wouldn’t be this angry, would you?” 

Kai only intended to tease Tucker, but his words struck a chord in the latter and caused 
his anger to reach a boiling point. “You’re asking for it!” Tucker bellowed. He then 
appeared in front of Kai and reached for the latter. 
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Kai noticed that the opposite party’s strength was much more powerful than his, so he 
could only mobilize the spiritual energy in him to the maximum level. In truth, he didn’t 
know whether he could endure Tucker’s blow because the differences in their 
capabilities were huge. 

“Is this how Stormwind Sect bullies the weak? Do you think you’re capable just because 
you can overpower your opponent easily?” Skyler shouted anxiously, wanting Tucker to 
stop because she knew Kai was no match for Tucker. 

However, Tucker didn’t care what Skyler thought as he gathered an earth-shattering 
force and sent it flying toward Kai. 



In response, Kai yelled with all his might, “Sacred Light Fist!” and a golden light radiated 
from his fist. No matter what happened next, he had to face Tucker’s attack in stride. 

The next moment, a figure appeared and stood before Kai before the latter could throw 
out a punch. Then, the sound of a loud explosion reverberated through the air. 

Tucker retreated backward instantly while the man in front of Kai also took a few 
staggering steps back. “Mr. Campbell…” Kai called out. The one who blocked Tucker’s 
attack on behalf of Kai was none other than Matthew. “Tucker Westwood! How 
shameless of you to attack a junior like this!” Matthew mocked the other man. 

“Matthew Campbell, this man is a Demonic Cultivator and no junior of mine! How dare 
you cover for him publicly? It’s our responsibility to end every one of these Demonic 
Cultivators! What did I do wrong? As for you, you protected him before us. What are you 
trying to achieve here?” Tucker questioned Matthew sternly. 

“This is ridiculous! You said he is a Demonic Cultivator. Then do you have any 
supporting evidence for your claim? Are you telling me now that Stormwind Sect can 
label someone as a Demonic Cultivator as they wish? If so, what should we do about 
your sect modifying genes? Don’t you guys know that divine retribution is waiting for you 
people when you go against the laws of nature to forcefully improve your capabilities?” 
Matthew retorted loudly in return. “Nonsense! Everyone, don’t listen to him!” 

Tucker told the other sect elders quickly. “No, I’m not talking about nonsense, Tucker. 
You can hide those dirty matters from others, but not me. Did you forget what I do best? 
Should I tell everyone about what you did? Let them have a little fun gossiping?” 
Matthew smirked at Tucker. 

“Matthew, don’t you dare…” Tucker’s expression darkened as anxiety filled his face. 
“Try me!” Matthew scoffed before he continued, “You’re the elder of Stormwind Sect 
and a friend of Hugh Fairchild, yet you…” 

“Shut up, Matthew!” Tucker panicked as he threw a punch at Matthew. However, 
Matthew was able to dodge his attack easily. “You’re a brave one, Matthew. Forget it, 
then. We shall meet again in the future.” With that, Tucker pulled Emiliano up from the 
ground and left. The other elders followed suit without any words when they saw Tucker 
going. After everyone was gone, Skyler asked curiously, “Master, tell us about the dirt 
you have on Tucker!” 

“Why are you so curious? Go on with your practice. Both of you are older than Kai, yet. 
your power is incomparable to him. How are you still brazen enough to gossip about 
others!” Matthew lectured Skyler and Archer. 

Skyler grinned before running away while the arrogant Archer bobbed his head 
obediently, finally impressed by Kai. No matter what cultivation level he displays, there’s 
no denying his actual power. I know I will never be able to reach his level. 



“Mr. Campbell, what is Tucker hiding? Why is he so afraid of you revealing his secret?” 
Kai asked Matthew after the other two walked away. Matthew glanced at him, chuckling. 
“Oh, so you wanted to know too? Well, I’ll tell you since you asked.” 

Then, he leaned in and whispered into Kai’s ear. Shock was written all over Kai’s face 
after Matthew spoke. He exclaimed, “No wonder he became anxious after I said 
Emiliano is his son!” 

“Haha! Even those in the hidden realms are just like the average citizens, with human 
desires and urges.” Matthew guffawed. 
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Matthew led the way to Alchemical Sect on the following day. While they were on the 
way, Matthew recounted the stories of the sects in the hidden realm. 

Although there were only nine sects in the hidden realm now, there used to be more of 
them. However, these people fought and took over each other’s clans. Ultimately, only 
nine were left after the battle, each dominating their lands. 

The nine sects might look like they were living harmoniously now without a care about 
the world as they cultivated, but the truth was the conflict between them never stopped 
as they all wanted to snatch the others’ resources and make them theirs. 

Initially, Luminous Sect was one of the more powerful sects. Everything went downhill 
after Matthew was wounded and left with underlying ailments after his fight with the 
Demonic Cultivators. Hence, now he could only give resources to Alchemical Sect as 
tribute in return for the amp pill that would keep him alive. As the days progressed, the 
capabilities of Luminous Sect dwindled as their resources decreased, to the point where 
it was now considered the weakest among the nine sects.. 

Soon, Kai and Matthew arrived at a valley. Kai scanned his surroundings. It was a 
barren land with no signs of life, so he asked, “Mr. Campbell, is this arid area where the 
Alchemical Sect is located?” 

He was confused because he didn’t understand why the sect would settle in a desolate 
area. “Haha! Kai, what you see might not be the truth. I’m sure you know what that 
means, right?” Matthew laughed. 

Realization dawned on Kai, Oh! Did Alchemical Sect place an arcane array here, so 
what I see is just an illusion? With a wave of Matthew’s hand, a beam of light appeared 
before them. After that, both men walked into the light. 



Once he regained his senses, a pleasant fragrance of herbs wafted into Kai’s nostrils. 
Before his eyes were fields of regular herbs and also exotic herbs that were regarded as 
treasures by many martial arts families. Besides that, birds were also flying around the 
valley while flowers bloomed beautifully. In conclusion, the place was a paradise. 

Kai stared at the herbs with excitement. “They live up to their name of being the 
Alchemical Sect. These herbs are worth a fortune!” Alchemical Sect is beyond 
comparison! My Medicine God Sect can never live up to this! 

Just then, two assistants in coveralls approached the duo. “Mr. Campbell, our master 
found out that you’re here, so he told us to show you the way!” the two assistants stated 
politely. Matthew’s expression was grim as he replied faintly, “Lead the way.” 

And so, Kai and Matthew followed the assistants further into the valley. Alchemical Sect 
was not luxurious, as stone houses could be spotted everywhere. With that being said, 
the place was filled with pill cauldrons, with smoke billowing out of the lids. 
Occasionally, a ray of light would emit, from the pill cauldron that signified the 
successful creation of a high-quality pill. 

After Kai and the rest entered the main hall, a skinny, divine-looking man walked up to 
them, saying, “Haha! Matt, I speculated that you would show up these few days as your 
amp pill would finish soon. I was right!” The man chuckled as he patted Matthew 
familiarly on the shoulder. 

At the same time, the man gave Kai a once- over. “Oh, you found yourself a new 
disciple? I’ve never seen him before!” Matthew looked upset. He wanted to ask about 
his condition when Kai stopped him. After all, Kai had shown up to use the Spring of 
Regeneration. He would have difficulty getting to that place if their meeting started on a 
sour note. 

Kai shot Matthew a look which the latter quickly noticed. He suppressed his anger, 
forcing a smile. “He isn’t my disciple. Let me introduce him to you. This is Kai Chance. 
Kai, this is the lord of Alchemical Sect, Isaac Bachman.” 

After the introduction, Kai bowed to Isaac. “It’s nice to meet you, Mr. Bachman.” 

 


